
Spelling Programme - Year 4
Autumn 1
These are the spellings for the year; children are assessed at the beginning of the week to
determine which level they will practise.

Spellings highlighted in yellow are revisited words, and allow for them to be consolidated.

Week Sound Focus Level 1 Level 2

1 ‘s’ (sat) -
Mainly prefixes
- explain the
prefixes.
-se
-ss
sc

famous, various, mystery,
chemist, chorus, possible,
purpose, mountainous,
permission, admission,
compose
Consider, separate, special,
interest, surprise

poisonous, spontaneous,
vigorous, glamorous, chorus,,
purposeful, assistance,
assistant, science
Separated, supposedly,
specially, interest,
unsurprised

2 ‘A’ (cat) machine, chalet, admiration,
accept, adventured, immature,
calendar, grammar,
separate,

dramatically, fascinate,
frantically, casually, attempt,
associate, accidentally,
separately, imagine, variety,

3 ‘t’  (tin)
-te

limitation, mystery, inactive,
international,mountainous,
spontaneous, assistant,
minute, complete,
autobiography,
different, difficult, extremely,
interest, particular.

interrelated, substitute,
depict, favourite, completely,
repeatedly, distinguish,
reconvert,
different, difficult,
extremely, interestingly,
particular, variety

4 ‘p’ (pot)
-pp

permission, poisonous,
picture, completion, reappoint,
disappoint, piece/peace
appear, reappear, disappear,
purpose,

discipline, preparation,
expression, politician,
application, opposite,
appearance, purpose,
possession, particularly

5 ‘i’ (in)
-

beginner, impatient, irrelevant,
interact, invention, injection,
picture,hesitate, hideous,
basically, comically, ordinary,
increase, continue,
opposite, interest,

fascinate, discipline, illegible,
hesitation, irresponsible,
frantically, impatient, depict,
ordinary, increase,
continue, opposite,
interestingly,

6 ‘‘i’ (in)
- The ‘i’

sound
spelt
as a y.

myth, mythical, mythology,
mystery, mysteries, lyric,
gypsy, symbol

typical,typify, cygnet, hymn,
system, symptom, physics,
crypt,

7 N
- not

neighbour, enclosure, tongue,
rein, reign, rain, antique,
tension, adventure, antisocial,
information, musician,

hesitation, fascinate,
extension, musician,
mathematician, politician,
frantically,integrate, alternate,



accidentally, consider,
length, mention, interest,
ordinary, imagine,
knowledge

convince, knight
accidentally, consider,
length, mention, knowledge,
interest, ordinarily, imagine

8 m
Man,

Mm, summer,

pyramid, humorous,
submerge, comically,
immature, immortal, magician,
musician, scheme,
medal/meddle
Important, remember,
promise, extreme,
experiment

glamorous, impossible,
compassion, attempt,
examine, dilemma,
summarise, mummify
Important, remember,
promise, extreme,
experiment

Autumn 2

Week Spelling
Sound

Level 1 Level 2

1 -o-not
-a-was
-ou-cough

collision, confusion,
anticlockwise, quarter, aloft,
not/knot, convince, opposite,
position, possession,
continue

spontaneous, autobiography,
adoration, compose, qualify,
quantity, quarrel, warrant,
swaddle, quarry, opposite,
position, possession,
continue,

2 -k-
-ck-duck
-ch-mechanic
-que-antique

hacker, cricket, feedback,
tackle, tackling, wreck, wrack,
attack, wickedness, chorus,
unique, chemist, echo,
character

panicking, choruses, echoes,
stricken, uniquely, conquer,
antique, picturesque,
characteristic, chemistry

3 -e-
-ea-bread
-ai-said
-ie-friend
-eo- leopard

incorrect, illegible,
enclosure,irrelevant
confession, expansion,
except, friend, friendly,
experience, mention,
possession, strengthen

threatened, wealthy, healthy,
cleanse, preparation,
knowledgeable, threaded,
electrician, friendliness,
experience, mention,
possession, strengthen

4 -u-tub
-ou-touch
-o-Monday

enough, outcome, troubling,
tremendous, famously,
youngest, conclude, construct
difficulty, regularly,
purposely, surprisingly

courteous, courageous,
courageously,  company,
discovery, encompass,
southern,difficulty,
regularly, purposely,
surprisingly

5 -r- rat
-rr- carry
-wr- write
-rh-rhino

rain/rein/reign, submerge,
submarine, comprehension,
barrier,quarry, sorrowful,
wreathe, wrench, wreck, wren,
separately, difference,
naturally

Dramatically, frantically,
reappearance, refreshment,
rhapsody, rhinoceros,
wreckage, corrupt
separately, difference,
naturally



6 -f-fan
-ff-staff
-ph-phone
-gh-laugh
-ffe-giraffe

forgetting, forgotten, refresh,
autograph, daffodil, afford,
suffering, sphere, phase,
pharaoh, tough, forward,
fruit,

fascinate, tariff, furniture,
sphinx, hieroglyphics,
pharaoh, elephant,
toughnesses, forward, fruit

Spring 1

Week Spelling
Sound

Week One Week Two

1 -l-lip
-ll-full
-le-apple
-el-travel
-il-pupil
-al-final
-ol-idol

Illegal, accidentally, chalet,
league,misspell, comically,
dramatically, particular,
peculiar, learn,
knowledgeable

Politician, discipline,
interrelated, occasionally,
irresponsible, antisocial,
particular, peculiar, learn,
knowledgeable

2 -ai- long ‘a’
sound
-ai- train
-ay-day
-a-paper
-a_e- cake
-ey- they
-ei- vein
-aigh-straight
-eigh-eight
ae-sundae

famously, sensation, adoration,
preparation, straight, integrate,
misbehave, reign, rein,
neighbour, spontaneous,
hesitation, basically, strange

courageously, fascination,
application, straighten,
integrate, freight, vibration,
reclaiming, unneighbourly,
escalate, association,
strange

3 -air-
-air-stair
-are-dare
-ear-pear
-eir-their
-ere-where
-ayor-mayor
-ayer-prayer
-ae-aeroplane

heartache, heartless, heartily, heir, heirloom, snare, ensnare,
staircase, aeroplane, flair, flare, outerwear, hardware, mayor,

4 -ar-
-ar-charge
-a-glass
-al-calm
-er-clerk
-ear-heart

caught, embalm, rather, father,
recharge, supercharge, calmly,
quarterly, guardian,separate,
bargaining,

embalmment, harbour,
chargeable, armour,
argument,armouries, father,
guardian, guardianship,
coastguard, separate,
bargaining,

5 -ear-
-ear-near
-eer-deer
-ere-here

appear, appearing, disappeared, reappearance, atmosphere,
interfere, clearance, cheerful, fearful, peer



6 -ee-
-ee-keep
-ea-seat
-e-me
-y-funny
-ey-key

Disagree, scheme,theme,
increase, breathe, complete,
twenty, mystery, accidentally,
occasionally, February,
probably, naturally,

Irresponsible, breathe,
retrieve, reproduce,
detect,completion,
squeezing, accidentally,
occasionally, February,
probably, naturally,

Spring 2

Week Spelling Sound Week One Week Two

1 -ee-
-e_e-eve
-ie-chief
-ei-receive
-i-variation
-eo-people

Scene, disagree,  keyboard,,
peace, hideous, scheme,
happily, actually, early,
difficult, experiment

Hesitation, mysterious,
spontaneous, associate,
modify, retrieve, courteous,
actually, early, difficult,
experiment

2 -er-
-er-her
-ur-turn
-ir-girl
-or-world
-ear-learn
-our-colour
-ar-collar
-re-centre
-yr-martyr

interact, submerge, measure,
picture, worth, worse, worst,
answer, interest, purpose,
heard, grammar, forward

international, character,
neighbour, alternate,
weather, whether, answer,
interest, purpose, heard,
grammar, forward,

3 -j-
-j-jet
-g-gentle
-ge-large
-dge-fudge
-dj-adjust

injection, jealous, submerge, dangerous, courageous,
outrageous, gymnastic, gentle, judge, ridge, badger, fidget.

4 -oo-
-oo-scoop
-ui-bruise
-ou-group
-o- shoe
-ough-through
-u-community

canoe, threw, through, routine, coupon, proof, substitute,
reproduce, youth, bruise

5 -or-
-or-forgetting
-our-your
-ore-more
-a-ball
-oar-board
-ar-warm
-ough-fought
-augh-daughte

gorge, forge, enormous,
information, forgotten,
humorous, aboard, nought,
bought, forward, therefore,
history, forty.

coarse, cupboard,
glamorous, thawed, gnaw,
flooring, chorus, yacht,
forward, therefore,
history, forty.



r
-al-walk
-oor-door
-au-fraud
-aw-lawn

6 -qu Quarter, question, quiet, quite, query, equal, Liquid, equator
Aquarium, quarantine,

Summer

Week Sound Level 1 Level 2

1 sh
-s-sugar
-ti-initial
-ci-special
-sh-shop
-ch-machine

shelves, invention, tension,
collision, question,
antisocial. limitation,
admission, facial,
occasionally, position

Politician, completion,
association, impatient,
preparation, mathematician,
electrician, officially, chalet,
occasionally, position

2 -th-
Th-that
-th-thin

neither, mother, father, farther, although, therefore, breath,
breath, strength, thought, through,

3 v-
-v-very
-ve-have

convince, invention,
vigorous, vein, misbehave,
invention, various, provide,
convert, invasions,

Irrelevant, favourite, variety,
variation, retrieve, diverse,
obviously, adventurous,
civilisations,

4 -ur-
-ur-turn
-ure-picture

measure, pleasure, nature, adventure, surround, coloured,
insecure, immature, courtesy, occur, insecure, premature,

5 -w-
-w-wig
-wh-when

anticlockwise, weigh, weather, whether, whistle, overwhelm,
whispering, forward, women, woman,

6 -ie-
-igh-night
-i-e-like
-y-dry
-i-wild
-ie-pie
-eigh-height

knight, twilight, science,
anticlockwise, combine,
dislike, impolite,
meanwhile,lightning,
library, bicycle, guide,

modify, define, identical,
heightens, advertise,
apologise, archive,
meanwhile,lightning,
library, bicycle, guide

7 oi-
-oi-join
-oy-boy

turquoise, rejoice, heroic, disappointment, reappoint,
enjoyed, unspoilt, disloyal, destroy, oyster,

8 -oe-
-oa-boat
-ow-grow

obey, disobey, frozen,
suppose, overall, growth,
tomorrow, occasionally,

tomorrow, globally,  disclose,
explosion, exposure,
although, composure,



-o-most
-o-e-note
-oe-toe
-ough-though
-ou-soul
-ew-sew

potatoes, therefore, occasionally, potatoes,
therefore,

9 -ue-
-u_e- tune
-u-pupil
-ew-few
-ue-cue

jewellery, preview, queue, reproduce, continue, conclude,
interview, musical, supermarket, confusion,


